Introduction
It is almost a century since the beginning of the great 'social experiment' that was council housing.
1 Born out of a recognition of the poor quality of most housing for the working classes and the attendant health and mortality issues associated with overcrowding and poor sanitation and fuelled by the war-time promise of 'homes fit for heroes to live in' the agency chosen to deliver that promise was local government; councils constructing houses for rent to the private sector which has maintained its dominance ever since. 2 While the move to private build predates the Thatcherite 'privatisation' of selling off council houses to sitting tenants, that policy clearly reinforced the trend; 3 whereas in the 1970s more than half of all homes were rented from a council, by 2011 the social rented sector provided just 24 per cent of homes with councils responsible for less than 13 per cent. Over the same period the proportion of owner-occupied homes doubled to over 60 per cent. 4 Given that in the early years of the twentieth century the most common form of tenure was overwhelmingly private rented for both the working and middle classes (a category that now accounts for under fourteen per cent) it is clear that housing provision in Scotland has undergone major and dramatic shifts. 5 And yet, one hundred years on housing remains in a state of near if not actual crisis. A report prepared by Audit Scotland in 2013 identified more than 34,000 homeless households and stated bluntly, 'The supply of housing is not meeting current levels of need.' It estimated that 'it could be more than 20 years before there are enough new homes to meet the projected increase in households in any one year.' 6 It is from within this context of a century of dramatic change and experimentation and yet a permanent housing problem that we intend to examine possible alternatives that may have been utilised immediately prior to and during the first wave of council house building. The point is not to argue that council housing was inherently flawed or that alternative provisions necessarily would have been better, but to get a sense of what other approaches were being considered to deal with Scotland's housing problem and why they were unable to compete with the Leviathan that became council housing. The Burgh of Stirling has been chosen because of our recent work on neighbourhood and identity within that city and because, as a classic 'independent' run council throughout the period of study with a limited Labour presence, it might have been assumed to have been less enthusiastic about building council houses and more amenable to exploring alternative solutions. however, argued that with renovation and alteration these old houses could continue to function as homes and maintain the unique historic integrity of the old town.
The Homesteads
As a Royal Burgh with its strategically important Castle, Stirling enjoyed the benefits of court patronage only to suffer when the House of Stewart relocated to London in 1603.
Largely moribund in the eighteenth century, Stirling enjoyed more rapid growth during the nineteenth century thanks to the coming of the railway and the development of mining and textiles in neighbouring villages. The burgh itself, however, remained largely reliant upon its traditional role as a market town servicing a productive and wealthy farming hinterland with a growing population of middle class commuters and retirees. conditions, allied to a more general concern about rural depopulation that promoted the communal experiment which became known as the Homesteads.
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As was the case in Glasgow and elsewhere in Scotland the ILP agenda was increasingly focussed on housing in the years leading up to WW1. While housing and anti-landlordism had always been highly political issues in national and municipal politics, it was only in the years prior to 1914 that Labour began to find its own distinct voice by calling for the public provision of houses for the respectable working class, a position which presented a sharp opposition to the Liberal reliance upon the free market. 13 The Stirling ILP was established in Hostility to socialism and the perceived socialist project of the Homesteads was not confined to Tories. Local Liberal opinion in Stirling was set strongly against any proposals for municipal housing and tended to denigrate the Homestead experiment as a definitely socialist project. In spite of the fact those behind the project were (mostly) socialists this was a claim they felt they had to deny. In the same edition of the Scotsman quoted above there was a letter from Claude Wilson, responding to an earlier criticism of the Stirling scheme pointing out the high infant mortality in the town and expressly stating 'It is not a Socialist scheme.'
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Similar claims and counter-claims were made in the Stirling press, particularly after an advert for the Small Holdings was placed in the Glasgow socialist weekly, Forward in July 1910.
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This advert was reproduced in the Stirling Observer the following week to which Wilson then replied pointing out that he was a supporter of the Liberal land policy of encouraging small holdings, which, he implied, the Observer (a Liberal organ) appeared to be in opposition to, and stressing that 'at no time has an intending applicant been interrogated regarding his
It is clear that a degree of shadow boxing was going on here. Local opposition was fuelled partly by a fear of encroachment on the public land around the Castle and partly by a more general antipathy towards socialism. The Stirling ILP was calling for the council to build houses on publicly-owned land, which was anathema to the local establishment. What allowed the Homesteads to be established prior to the Scottish Act of 1911 was that the land to be used was Crown land which allowed the Government to promote the scheme using existing legislation; neither Burgh land nor privately owned land was involved. 
The Thistle Trust
With a few minor exceptions such as the Broad Street tenement, getting round to slum clearance was not an immediate priority. For all the earlier concern with the poor the first Council houses were effectively built for the 'respectable' working class and indeed the lower middle class. Apart from anything else only they could afford the relatively high rents.
It was not until the end of the 1920s and into the 1930s that provision was made to re-house the inhabitants of the 'tap o' toun' in the slum clearance estate of Raploch. 48 In the meantime there continued to be a concern among interested and elite groups in preserving the town centre and providing affordable homes for the poorer working class. This was, in turn, linked to a general hostility to state provision of housing and a recognition that the slum dwellers were not being provided for. In political terms this tended to be expressed by arguing that the new council tenants could afford to rent privately and so were in fact being subsidised by the poorer rate payers. centre but, as detailed above, was hamstrung by the lack of subsidy for renovation and thus was unable to do much other than plan for their eventual demolition. In the same year it stated that it had at least 500 families on its waiting list for houses, and that the area was suffering an outbreak of diphtheria in properties that had been condemned twenty years previously. 51 Since 217 houses had been declared uninhabitable in the Burgh in 1920 but the councillors approached her saying that 'many of their members would be willing to contribute' to the system of buying shares by instalments. 56 By early 1930 the Trust had raised a total of £4,230 comprising £1,791 in shares, £1,660 in Loan stock, and £779 in donations. 57 In order to promote and extend the project more and more reliance was going to be placed on raising donations; the previous summer the Trust had launched an appeal for £20,000.
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The means by which this was to be done was through tapping into the largess of wealthy to destroy 'so they might make a wonderful report to Parliament.' In a coded but obvious reference to the new council slum clearance houses built 'by the river' he argued these were the 'new slums' which would be long gone while the 'old houses' having stood for hundreds of years 'might live for hundreds of years yet' thanks to the efforts of the Trust. 59 The Fete raised £460 with an anonymous donor meeting the expenses of the event. At the same time it was reported that the maximum grant of £100 per house had been approved by Stirling
Council.
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The Thistle Trust garnered a significant female input. Wheatley. They will remain while newer houses are abandoned, vandalised, or blown up after becoming unlettable.' 77 If council house 'ghettos' were created it was mostly due to the later slum clearance legislation which allowed much smaller, and even more poorly constructed houses to be built. It was these homes which the members of the Thistle Trust, and the MOH for Stirling, had described as the 'slums of the future'. The Homesteads is perhaps the most engaging of our three alternative paths with its almost Scandinavian combination of independence and mutuality. The Homesteaders, however, did not seek to remove themselves from society, they knew they could never be self-sufficient completely, and they were highly active in campaigning for better housing for all. The men and women behind this experiment were inspired to explore a different way of living and though contemporaries found it easy to mock their efforts they survived and those houses still remain today, though as part of the general private housing market in Stirling and no longer as a co-operative venture. However, it can hardly be argued that the Homesteaders were leading a flight of people looking for a way 'back to the land'. The fact that they had to advertise beyond Stirling for participants was recognition that there was no great demand 79 Margaret Murray, the secretary of the Thistle Trust, clearly concluded that public subsidy was a necessity if old tenement buildings were to be modernised, hence her unsuccessful attempt to have the Housing (Scotland) Act, 1935 amended to allow for that. In their 1947 report, Modernising our Homes, the Scottish Housing Advisory Committee, came to the exact same conclusion, but it was not for a further twenty years that this change came into being under the Housing (Scotland) Act, 1968 
